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1. INTRODUCTION 
L. Schwartz’s well-known extension [I] of the classical Paley-Wiener theorem 
says that a function F(z) is analytic in a right half-plane Re z > c and of expo- 
nential type with polynomial growth there (see (5)) if& F(z) is the Laplace trans- 
form of a distribution f on the real line R with left bounded support. For two 
such functions the ordinary sum F(z) + G(z) and product F(a) G(z) are the 
Laplace transforms, respectively, of the distributional sum f + g and convolu- 
tion product f* g of the corresponding distributions. Thus the Laplace trans- 
formation is a ring isomorphism. 
It seems natural to inquire as to what other analytic functions in right half- 
planes are Laplace transforms, and of what. Certainly (by the above) if an 
analytic function in a right half-plane is the Laplace transform of a distribution, 
and if it is not of exponential type with polynomial growth, then the distribution 
cannot have left bounded support. Thus we are compelled to consider distribu- 
tions (and possibly other entities) without support limitations. The classical 
example of the functionf(t) = @‘/*, which is nearly its own Laplace transform 
F(x) = l/(277)1/2 eze/2 
along the imaginary axis x = iy, shows that our inquiry can be of genuine 
interest and, as we shall demonstrate, is readily answerable. We can do some- 
what more; in fact, we shall construct a ring (actually an algebraic field with 
respect to the operations of addition and convolution), containing (isomor- 
phically) the above ring of distributions with left bounded supports, for which an 
extension of the Laplace transformation is a ring (field) isomorphism onto the 
arithmetical field of all meromorphic functions in right half-planes. Thus ewery 
function meromorphzc (certainly analytic) in a vight half-plane is a Laplace trans- 
form. 
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2. PRELIMINARY CONSTRUCTIONS 
Let A?+ denote the arithmetical field of functions which are meromorphic in 
right half-planes containing the imaginary axis. 
PROPOSITION. If m E A+ , then m = ml/mz , where m, und m2 are analytic in 
right half-planes containing the imaginary axis z = iy, and satisfy the inequalities 
I ml(ir)I G e- ~‘12 and 1 m,(iy)l < e-ys12 along this axis. 
Proof. This follows quite simply from PoincarC’s theorem [2] concerning the 
construction of entire functions having arbitrary growth properties along the 
real axis. We write m as the quotient of two analytic functions, construct an 
entire function h(z) which is real along the imaginary axis and which dominates 
both the numerator and the denominator of the quotient along this axis, and then 
divide the numerator and denominator by h(z) e-za/2 to obtain m1 and m2 . 
The restrictions to the imaginary axis of the analytic functions m1 and m2 
in the above proposition are in L2 and have continuous (actually C-) inverse 
Fourier transforms in L2. We need to consider the arithmetical ring &!+ of 
similar functions m each of which is analytic in a right half-plane containing the 
imaginary axis and satisfies the inequality supy / m(iy) e”z/z / < co along the 
imaginary axis. Let V denote the corresponding convolution ring of L2-functions 
on R each of whose Fourier transform (rotated 90”) is the restriction to the 
imaginary axis of a function in &+ . The analytic extensions of these Fourier 
transforms are defined (as is customary) as the corresponding Laplace trans- 
forms; they are, of course, precisely the elements of .B?+ . Moreover, if f, g E %‘, 
then the ordinary convolution f *g exists and belongs to %7, and &?[f *g] = 
9’[f] .Y[g], where S is the Laplace transformation. The convolution ring V, 
therefore, has no divisors of zero, and we let S+ denote its quotient field. Finally 
we extend the Laplace transformation to F+ by the rule 
qfl=g$, (1) 
so that it becomes a field isomorphism onto (by the above proposition) A+ . 
The value at z of the Laplace transform of an element p E S+ will be denoted by 
.Y[p] (z), and is meaningful in some right half-plane containing the imaginary 
axis. 
3. PRINCIPLE CONSTRUCTIONS 
We now let C denote the complex z-plane and let 9 denote the equivalence 
classes of ordered pairs in C x &I+ under the equivalence relationship 
64 P) w (CL, C?), (forh,pECandp,qEF+) 3, 
m21 (z - 4 = a$1 (z - PEL) 
holds for all z in some right half-plane of C. 
(2) 
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For historical reasons, we shall denote a typical element of 9 by the symbol 
TAp, and extend the Laplace transformation to 9 by the rule 
W”“PI (4 = 21~1 (z - A) forpEA+, AEC. (3) 
For a fixed A, the mapping p H TAp from 4t+ into S- is called (partly because of 
(3) and partly because Ty(t) = e”tf(t) holds for functions and distributions) 
an exponential shift. If Re X < 0, then the exponential shift TA becomes an 
automorphism of the field 9?+. Into 9 we can then introduce two internal 
operations, addition and convolution, by the rules 
TAp + T’“q = TA(p + Tu-,‘q) 
TAp * T”q = TA(p * T”-,‘q) ’ 
using Reh > Rep, (4) 
so that 9 also becomes a field, and so that the Laplace transformation (3) 
becomes a field isomorphism onto the arithmetical field A! consisting of all 
functions meromorphic in (various) right half-planes of C. These numerous 
assertions are easily and routinely verified. For emphasis we shall summarize 
our main result as a theorem, subject to the above constructions. 
THEOREM. 9 is an algebraic (convolution) Jield consisting of exponential shifts 
TAp of convolution quotients p of certain L2-functions on the real line R. The Lap&e 
transformation is a field isomorphism from 9 onto A, the arithmetical field con- 
sisting of all meromarphic functions in various right half-planes. 
Now let f be a distribution (with left bounded support) whose Laplace trans- 
form F(z) is analytic for z in some right half-plane and satisfies the inequality 
(5) 
there for suitable positive numbers a, b and c. The distributional exponential 
shiftp(t) = eAtf (t) off(t) has for its distributional Laplace transform the function 
P(z) = F(z - A), which is analytic in a right half-plane containing the imaginary 
axis if Re X is sufficiently negative. For such a A, by (5) it follows that the product 
H(2) = P(z) es’ satisfies supV ( H(iy) evS/a 1 < co and, therefore, is in &+ . 
Then since ezB E J$+ , P is the ratio of the Laplace transforms of two L2-functions 
in V, i.e., P is the Laplace transform (according to (1)) of an element p E S+ . 
Hence F is the Laplace transform (according to (3)) of the element T-Ap E 9, 
which is then identified with the distribution f (t) = e-Atp(t). The convolution 
algebra of such distributions is isomorphic with a subalgebra of S under this 
identification. For example, the Dirac delta-function 6 is identified with the 
multiplicative unit in 9t since its Laplace transform is the constant function 1. 
The familiar dilatation mapping U,,: f (t) +-+ nf (nt) (n # 0) for L2-functions 
satisfies the equation U,,(f *g) = U,f * U,g, and leads to a similar mapping to 
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the corresponding Laplace transforms, .ILp[U,f] (x) = Vlf] (s/n). These 
dilatations, as well as the exponential shifts T”, can be readily extended to the 
field 9 (as automorphisms); then a sequence 6p[U,T-Ar] (z) = Z[Y] (z/n + A) 
of Laplace transforms converges (as a sequence of meromorphic functions in the 
variable Z) to the constant U[Y] (A), as n + 00, provided h is a regular point of 
9[r]. Convergence in this particular situation can mean any one appropriate for 
the meromorphic functions of A. By the isomorphism theorem, the convergence 
in ~82 induces a corresponding one in 9 for which we then have 
$im UnT-A~ = c!Y[r] (A) 6. 
Thus each (finite) value of the Laplace transform 2[r] (A) for each r E 9 is 
given directly by such a limit in 9. This limit is a substitute for the classical 
integral (and distributional [3]) definition of the Laplace transformation. 
4. EPILOG 
The identity mapping j: z + z in A corresponds to (is the Laplace transform 
of) the differentiation operator s =f’/f = 6’ in F. Thus since each element 
m E A can be represented as a composition mapping m 0 j, each element of 9 
can be interpreted as a “symbolic meromorphic function” m 0 s of the differentia- 
tion operator s. For example, each operator in 9+ can be identified with a sym- 
bolic series m o s = C c,sn, where m(z) = 2 c,,z~ is the Laurent expanion of m 
at (and about) the origin. Then since TAs = s - A, each operator in p can be 
identified with a series C c,(s - A)“, to which the ordinary arithmetical opera- 
tions and manipulations can be applied directly. The main problems in this 
operational calculus become ones of interpretation; interpretation in 9 of the 
possible manipulations of the functions in .A? and interpretation (identification 
in terms of functions, distributions, etc.) of the elements (operators) in St. For 
example, ordinary differentiation in A corresponds to what is called (appro- 
priately) algebraic differentiation in 9, which is interpreted simply as multi- 
plication by --t for functions and distributions f(t). On the other hand, 
Schwartz’s extension of the Paley-Wiener theorem becomes a major identifica- 
tion theorem in 4t. 
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